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TIMELIKE DIRECTIONAL TUBULAR SURFACES

CUMALI EKICI, HATICE TOZAK, MUSTAFA DEDE

Abstract. This study aimed to introduce a new version of timelike tubular

surfaces in E3
1 . Firstly, we define a new adapted frame along a spacelike space

curve, and denote this the q-frame. We then derive a relationship between the

Frenet frame and the q-frame. Finally, we obtain a parametric representation

of a timelike directional tubular surface.

1. Introduction

The offset at distance r to a curve m(t) in 3-space can be defined as the envelope
of the set of spheres with radius r which are centered at m(t). Such a surface
is called a pipe surface or tubular surface with spine curve m(t) [16, 14]. Blaga
(2005) describes a method of parameterization of the tubular surface which takes
the parameter along the generating curve to be one of the parameters and denote by
ψ the position vector of a point on the surface. This point lies on a circle of radius
r, situated in the normal plane to the generating curve at a point s, with the center
at the point α(s) from the curve. Denote by {t,n,b} the moving Frenet frame
along the unit speed curve α(s). Assume that ρ denotes by the vector connecting
the point from the curve with the point from the surface. Then, we have

ψ = α(s) + ρ. (1.1)

Let us denote by θ the angle between the vector n(s) and the vector ρ that lies
in the normal plane. Then, as one can see immediately, we have

ρ = r(n(s) cos θ + b(s) sin θ). (1.2)

Combining (1.1) and (1.2), we see that we obtained a parameterization of the
tubular surface,

ψ(s, θ) = r(s) + rn(s) cos θ + rb(s) sin θ.

A tubular surface often can be parameterized using the Frenet frame of a space
curve [6]. However, various alternative methods have been proposed for computing
the tubular surfaces such as by using the Darboux frame [9]. Tubular surfaces have
also been studied in other ambient spaces [1, 7, 11, 12]. In addition, singularities
of parallel surface and directional tubes are investigated in [2, 10].
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Bishop showed that we can define more frames along a space curve [3]. After
that, Yilmaz and Turgut introduced the second type of Bishop frame [17]. Recently,
Dede et al. [8] introduced the directional q-frame of a regular curve α(t) as follows

t =
α′

‖α′‖
,nq =

t ∧ k

‖t ∧ k‖
,bq = t ∧ nq (1.3)

where k is the projection vector.
The variation equations of the directional q-frame are given by t′

n′
q

b′
q

 = ‖α′‖

 0 k1 k2
−k1 0 k3
−k2 −k3 0

 t
nq

bq

 (1.4)

where the q-curvatures are expressed as follows

k1 =
〈t′,nq〉
‖α′‖

, k2 =
〈t′,bq〉
‖α′‖

, k3 = −
〈
nq,b

′
q

〉
‖α′‖

(1.5)

In the three dimensional Minkowski space R3
1, the inner product of two vectors

u = (u1, u2, u3), v = (v1, v2, v3) ∈ R3
1 is defined as

< u,v >= u1v1 + u2v2 − u3v3 (1.6)

The norm of the vector u is given by

‖u‖ =
√
|〈u, u〉| (1.7)

We say that a Lorentzian vector u is spacelike, lightlike or timelike if
〈u,u〉 > 0 and u = 0, 〈u,u〉 = 0, 〈u,u〉 < 0, respectively [5].

Then Frenet formulas of spacelike curve may be written as

d

dt

 t
n
b

 =

 0 κv 0
−εκv 0 τv

0 τv 0

 t
n
b

 (1.8)

where < n,n >=ε, ε = ±1. The Minkowski curvature and torsion of spacelike curve
α(t) are obtained by, respectively

κ = ‖t′‖ , τ = − < n′,b > (1.9)

Furthermore, for a timelike curve α(t), the following Frenet formulas are given:

d

dt

 t
n
b

 =

 0 κv 0
κv 0 τv
0 −τv 0

 t
n
b

 (1.10)

The Minkowski curvature and torsion of timelike curve are calculated by, respec-
tively

κ = ‖t′‖ , τ =< n′,b > (1.11)

The Gauss and mean curvatures of a timelike surface are given by

K =
LN −M2

EG− F 2
, 2H =

LG− 2MF +NE

EG− F 2
. (1.12)

where E,F,G and L,M,N are the coefficients of first and second fundamental
forms of a surface, respectively [13, 15].
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2. Timelike D-Tubular Surfaces

In this section, we introduce a new form of timelike tubular surface, and call
this surface a timelike directional tubular surface, or timelike D-tubular surface for
short.

Let the center spacelike curve α(s) with a spacelike quasi-binormal be on the
timelike D-tubular surface ψ and denote by v the angle between the vector nq(s)
(timelike) and the vector ρ (timelike) that lies in the normal plane. Then, we have

ρ = r(sinh vnq + cosh vbq). (2.1)

Combining (1.1) and (2.1), we see that we obtained a parameterization of timelike
D-tubular surface at a distance r with q-frame as

ψr(s, v) = α(s) + r(sinh vnq + cosh vbq). (2.2)

Let the center spacelike curve α(s) with a timelike quasi-binormal be on the
timelike D-tubular surface ψ and denote by v the angle between the vector bq(s)
(timelike) and the vector ρ (timelike) that lies in the normal plane. Then, we have

ρ = r(cosh vnq + sinh vbq). (2.3)

Combining (1.1) and (2.3), we see that we obtained a parameterization of timelike
D-tubular surface at a distance r with q-frame as

ψr(s, v) = α(s) + r(cosh vnq − sinh vbq). (2.4)

Let the center timelike curve α(s) on the timelike D-tubular surface ψ and denote
by v the angle between the vector nq(s) (spacelike) and the vector ρ (spacelike) that
lies in the normal plane. Then, we have

ρ = r(cos vnq + sin vbq). (2.5)

Combining (1.1) and (2.5), we see that we obtained a parameterization of timelike
D-tubular surface at a distance r with q-frame as

ψr(s, v) = α(s) + r(cos vnq + sin vbq). (2.6)

2.1. Timelike D-tubular Surface Around A Spacelike Curve. In this sec-
tion, we define the q-frame along a spacelike curve with projection vector k.

Case i) Let α(s) be a spacelike curve that is parameterized by arc length s with
timelike normal vector n and spacelike projection vector k = (0, 1, 0). Then the
q-frame {t,nq,bq,k} is given by

t =
α′

‖α′‖
,nq =

t ∧ k

‖t ∧ k‖
,bq = t ∧ nq (2.7)

Since the curve is a spacelike curve, we have the unit tangent vector t (spacelike).
Moreover, the cross product of t and k (spacelike) is a timelike vector, therefore
the quasi-normal nq is a timelike and the quasi-binormal vector bq is a spacelike
vector.
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It follows that we can define the pseudo-Euclidean angle θ between vectors: the
principal timelike normal n and timelike quasi-normal nq. Then, as one can see
immediately, the relation matrix may be expressed as t

nq

bq

 =

 1 0 0
0 cosh θ sinh θ
0 sinh θ cosh θ

 t
n
b

 . (2.8)

 t
n
b

 =

 1 0 0
0 cosh θ − sinh θ
0 − sinh θ cosh θ

 t
nq

bq

 . (2.9)

Differentiating (2.8) with respect to s, then substituting (2.9) and (1.8) into the
results gives the variation equations of the q-frame in the following form t′

n′
q

b′
q

 =

 0 −k1 k2
−k1 0 k3
−k2 k3 0

 t
nq

bq

 (2.10)

where the q-curvatures are

k1 = κ cosh θ

k2 = −κ sinh θ

k3 = dθ + τ.

(2.11)

Timelike directional tubular surface of type I:
It follows that the timelike D-tubular surface, at a distance r from the spine

curve α(s), may be represented as

ψr(s, v) = α(s) + r(sinh vnq + cosh vbq)

From (2.2), the partial derivatives of timelike directional tubular surface ψr(s, v),
with respect to s and v, are determined by

ψr
s = (1− r(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v))t + rk3 cosh vnq + rk3 sinh vbq (2.12)

and

ψr
v = r(cosh vnq + sinh vbq). (2.13)

It follows that the unit normal vector of the timelike D-tubular surface of type
I is

U = ±(sinh vnq − cosh vbq). (2.14)

Note that 〈U,U〉 = 1 means that the D-tubular surface of type I is a timelike
surface with a spacelike normal vector.

Corollary 2.1. It is well know that the points where ψr
s ∧ ψr

v = 0 are singular
if and only if the singular points of the timelike D-tubular surface of type I can be
obtained by

(1− r(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v)) = 0. (2.15)

In this situation, if ψr
s vector is on the normal plane which spaned by nq and bq,

then all points on the surface are singular. The surface ψr(s, v) is a characterization
for the singular points which are on the D-tubular surface ψr(s, v).

Theorem 2.1. The Gaussian and mean curvatures of the timelike D-tubular
surface of type I are given by

K =
(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v)

r(1− r(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v))
(2.16)
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and

2H = ± 2r(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v) + 1

r(1− r(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v))
. (2.17)

Proof: From (2.12) and (2.13), the coefficients E = 〈ψr
s , ψ

r
s〉 , F = 〈ψr

s , ψ
r
v〉 and

G = 〈ψr
v, ψ

r
v〉 of the first fundamental form are calculated by

E = (1− r(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v))2 − r2k23 (2.18)

and

F = −r2k3, G = −r2. (2.19)

By using L = 〈ψr
ss, U〉 , M = 〈ψr

sv, U〉 and N = 〈ψr
vv, U〉 , the coefficients of

second fundamental form are obtained as

L = ±
[
(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v)(1− r(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v) + rk23

]
(2.20)

and

M = ±rk3, N = ±r. (2.21)

In E3
1 , the Gauss and mean curvatures of a surface are given by

K =
LN −M2

EG− F 2
, 2H =

LG− 2MF +NE

EG− F 2
. (2.22)

Combining (2.18)-(2.22), we obtain the Gauss and mean curvatures of the time-
like D-tubular of type I as follows

K =
(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v)

r(1 + r(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v))
(2.23)

and

2H = ∓ 2r(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v)− 1

r(1 + r(k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v))
,

respectively.
Theorem 2.2. A Timelike D-tubular surface of type I is flat if and only if the

q-curvatures of spacelike curve satisfies the following equation

k1
k2

= − coth v. (2.24)

Proof: It is well known that a surface is flat if and only if the Gauss curvature
vanishes. Therefore from (2.23) we have k1 sinh v + k2 cosh v = 0. It follows that

k1
k2

= − coth v.

Theorem 2.3. In E3
1 , timelike D-tubular surface of type I is a Weingarten

surface.
Proof: A surface is a Weingarten surface if and only if its curvatures satisfies

the following Jacobi equation

Φ(H,K) = KvHs −HvKs = 0. (2.25)

A straightforward computation shows that differentiating (2.16) and (2.17) with
respect to s and v then, substituting results into (2.25) gives that timelike D-tubular
surface is a Weingarten surface.

Case ii) Let α(s) be a spacelike curve that is parameterized by arc length s
with spacelike normal vector n and spacelike projection vector k = (0, 1, 0).
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Then we have the tangent t (spacelike), the quasi-normal nq (spacelike) and the
quasi-binormal vector bq (timelike).

We can define the pseudo-Euclidean angle θ between the principal normal b (timelike)
and quasi-normal bq (timelike) vectors.

Differentiating the relation matrix (2.8) with respect to s, then substituting
(2.9) and (1.8) into the results gives the variation equations of the q-frame in the
following form  t′

n′
q

b′
q

 =

 0 k1 −k2
−k1 0 −k3
−k2 −k3 0

 t
nq

bq

 (2.26)

where the q-curvatures are

k1 = κ cosh θ

k2 = −κ sinh θ

k3 = −dθ − τ.
(2.27)

Timelike directional tubular surface of type II:
It follows that the timelike D-tubular surface, at a distance r from the spine

curve α(s), may be represented as

ψr(s, v) = α(s) + r(cosh vnq − sinh vbq).

From (2.4), the partial derivatives of ψr(s, v), with respect to s and v, are de-
termined by

ψr
s = (1− r(k1 cosh v − k2 sinh v))t + rk3 cosh vnq − rk3 sinh vbq (2.28)

and

ψr
v = r(sinh vnq − cosh vbq). (2.29)

It follows that we obtain the unit normal vector of the timelike D-tubular surface
of type II as

U = ±(− cosh vnq + sinh vbq). (2.30)

Observe that 〈U,U〉 = 1 means that the D-tubular surface of type II is a timelike
surface with a spacelike normal vector.

Corollary 2.2. It is well know that the points where ψr
s ∧ ψr

v = 0 are singular
if and only if the singular points of the timelike D-tubular surface of type II can be
obtained by

(1− r(k1 cosh v − k2 sinh v)) = 0. (2.31)

In this situation, if ψr
s vector is on the normal plane which spaned by nq and bq,

then all points on the surface are singular. The surface ψr(s, v) is a characterization
for the singular points which are on the D-tubular surface ψr(s, v).

Similar to the type I, from (2.28), (2.29) and (2.22), we can easily obtain the
Gaussian and mean curvatures of the timelike D-tubular surface of type II as follows

K =
−(k1 cosh v − k2 sinh v)

r(1− r(k1 cosh v − k2 sinh v))
(2.32)

and

2H = ∓ 2r(k1 cosh v − k2 sinh v)− 1

r(1− r(k1 cosh v − k2 sinh v))
, (2.33)

respectively.
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Theorem 2.4. A timelike D-tubular surface of type II is flat if and only if its
Gaussian curvature is zero. Then, we have

k1
k2

= tanh v. (2.34)

Proof: Similar to proof of Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 2.5. Every timelike D-tubular surface of type II is a Weingarten

surface.
Proof: It is well known that Weingarten surface satisfies identically the Jacobi

equation (2.25). Thus, differentiating (2.32) and (2.33) with respect to s and v
then, substituting the results into Jacobi equation leads that timelike D-tubular
surface is a Weingarten surface.

2.2. Timelike D-tubular Surface Around A Timelike Curve. In this section,
we define the q-frame along a timelike curve with projection vector k.

Let α(s) be a timelike curve that is parameterized by arc length s with spacelike
normal vector n and spacelike projection vector k = (0, 1, 0). Since the curve is a
timelike curve, we have the unit tangent vector t (timelike). Moreover, the cross
product of t and k (spacelike) is a spacelike vector, therefore the quasi-normal nq

is a spacelike and the quasi-binormal vector bq is a spacelike vector.
We can define the pseudo-Euclidean angle θ between the principal binormal n

(spacelike) and quasi-binormal nq vectors. Then, as one can see immediately, the
relation matrix may be expressed as t

nq

bq

 =

 1 0 0
0 cos θ − sin θ
0 sin θ cos θ

 t
n
b

 . (2.35)

Thus,  t
n
b

 =

 1 0 0
0 cos θ sin θ
0 − sin θ cos θ

 t
nq

bq

 . (2.36)

Differentiating (2.35) with respect to s, then substituting (2.36) and (1.8) into
the results gives the variation equations of the q-frame in the following form t′

n′
q

b′
q

 =

 0 k1 k2
k1 0 k3
k2 −k3 0

 t
nq

bq

 , (2.37)

where the q-curvatures are
k1 = κ cos θ

k2 = −κ sin θ

k3 = dθ + τ.

(2.38)

It follows that the timelike D-tubular surface, at a distance r from the spine
curve α(s), may be represented as

ψr(s, v) = α(s) + r(cos vnq + sin vbq).

The partial derivatives of ψr(s, v), with respect to s and v, are determined by

ψr
s = (1 + r(k1 cos v + k2 sin v))t− rk3 (sin vnq + cos vbq) (2.39)
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and

ψr
v = r(− sin vnq + cos vbq). (2.40)

It follows that the unit normal vector of the timelike D-tubular surface of type
III is

U = ±(cos vnq + sin vbq). (2.41)

Note that 〈U,U〉 = 1 means that the D-tubular surface of type III is a timelike
surface with a spacelike normal vector.

Corollary 2.3. It is well know that the points where ψr
s ∧ ψr

v = 0 are singular
if and only if the singular points of the timelike D-tubular surface of type III can
be obtained by

(1 + r(k1 cos v + k2 sin v)) = 0. (2.42)

We can then state the following theorem:
Theorem 2.6. The Gaussian and mean curvatures of the timelike D-tubular

surface of type III are given by

K =
k1 cos v + k2 sin v

r(1 + r(k1 cos v + k2 sin v))
(2.43)

and

2H = ∓ 2r(k1 cos v + k2 sin v) + 1

r(1 + r(k1 cos v + k2 sin v)))
, (2.44)

respectively.
Proof: From (2.39) and (2.40), the components E = 〈ψr

s , ψ
r
s〉 , F = 〈ψr

s , ψ
r
v〉

and G = 〈ψr
v, ψ

r
v〉 of the first fundamental form are obtained by

E = −(1− r(k1 cos v + k2 sin v)))2 + r2k23 (2.45)

and

F = r2k3, G = r2. (2.46)

Similarly we can derive the components L = 〈ψr
ss, U〉 , M = 〈ψr

sv, U〉 and N =
〈ψr

vv, U〉 of the second fundamental form as

L = ±
[
(k1 cos v + k2 sin v))(1 + r(k1 cos v + k2 sin v)− rk23

]
(2.47)

and

M = ∓rk3, N = ∓r. (2.48)

By substituting (2.45)-(2.48) into (2.22), the Gaussian and mean curvatures of
the timelike D-tubular surface of type III surface are obtained by

K =
k1 cos v + k2 sin v

r(1− r(k1 sinh v − k2 cosh v))

and

2H = ∓ 2r(k1 cos v + k2 sin v) + 1

r(1− r(k1 cos v + k2 sin v))
,

respectively.
Corollary 2.4. A timelike D-tubular surface of type III is flat if and only if its

Gaussian curvature is zero. Then, we have

k1
k2

= − tan v.

Theorem 2.7. Every timelike D-tubular surface of type III is a Weingarten
surface.
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Proof: It is well known that Weingarten surface satisfies identically the Jacobi
equation Φ(H,K) = KvHs −HvKs = 0.

Thus, differentiating (2.43) and (2.44) with respect to s and v then, substituting
results into Jacobi equation leads that timelike D-tubular surface is a Weingarten
surface.

3. Conclusion

We obtained all possible parametrizations for timelike D-tubular surfaces. There-
fore we investigated the there types of timelike D-tubular surfaces in this paper. We
also investigated some special cases. We showed that all type of timelike D-tubular
surfaces are Weingarten surface. As a future work, we will investigate the spacelike
D-tubular surfaces.

4. Examples

Example 3.1. Let us consider a spacelike curve (line) parameterized by

α(t) = (t, t, 0). (4.1)

Figure 1.

The timelike D-tubular surface of type I is shown in Figure 1.
It is easy to see that,

t = (

√
2

2
,

√
2

2
, 0). (4.2)

By using k = (0, 1, 0) and (2.7), the quasi-normal and the quasi-binormal vectors
are obtained by

nq = (0, 0, 1) (4.3)

and

bq = (−
√

2

2
,

√
2

2
, 0), (4.4)

respectively.
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For r = 1, the timelike D-tubular surface of type I is parameterized by

ψr(t, v) = (t−
√

2

2
cosh v, t+

√
2

2
cosh v,− sinh v). (4.5)

Example 3.2. In E3
1 , assume that a spacelike curve is given by

α(t) = (sinh(t), t, cosh(t))

The q-frame can be calculated by

t = (

√
2 cosh(t)

2
,

√
2

2
,

√
2

2
sinh(t)),

nq = (− sinh(t), 0,− cosh(t)),

and

bq = (−
√

2 cosh(t)

2
,

√
2

2
,
−
√

2 sinh(t)

2
)

For r = 1, the timelike D-tubular surface of type I is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2.
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